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Associate Director, Finance

The OPPORTUNITY — Associate Director, Finance, DIVERSEcity
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society is seeking a talented non-profit finance leader for the
newly created role of Associate Director, Finance. With a seat at the leadership table, the Associate
Director, Finance will lead transformational change within the organization’s operational accounting
functions and be the trusted advisor to the Director, Finance and Senior Leadership Team on all
matters financial.
The ideal candidate brings a CPA designation, an entrepreneurial spirit, experience in government
funding programs, strategic business sense with a hands-on service orientation, and the ability to
influence and inspire teams, colleagues and stakeholders through highly effective communications.

The ORGANIZATION
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society is a registered charity and non-profit social services organization
with a 42+ year history in British Columbia offering a wide range of services and programs to newcomers and
other diverse communities to build the life they want in Canada.
At DIVERSEcity, our free, multilingual programs and services in settlement, language, employment, community engagement and mental health provide them with information, skills and connections for their journey
toward success and belonging.
Our social enterprises — DIVERSEcity Interpretation and Translation Services, DIVERSEcity Skills Training Centre and our Language Testing Services — support this work, too.
DIVERSEcity was the first immigrant-serving organization in the city, and currently has three campuses that
have become an integral part of the community’s social services fabric. Today, DIVERSEcity’s commitment
to building a strong community where all newcomers and citizens can thrive is stronger than ever in the
face of the complex challenges we’re facing as a country — from the pandemic to combatting systemic racism to Indigenous reconciliation.
As a community leader, DIVERSEcity is committed to do our part to address systemic inequities in our society and developing and delivering innovative services with successful outcomes for newcomers, employers
and communities alike.
For more information about DIVERSEcity, go to dcrs.ca.
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HELPING NEWCOMERS AND OTHER DIVERSE
COMMUNITIES FIND SUCCESS AND BELONGING
OUR History
•

DIVERSEcity is a mature, seasoned organization
with a longstanding relationship with our funders, partners and stakeholders.

•

Our 42+ year history as Surrey’s first immigrant
settlement organization gives us the advantage
of offering holistic, full wraparound support
services to provide individuals the
services they need.

•

When the COVID-19 pandemic hit, we pivoted
to offer virtual services in everything from
settlement to employment, recognizing that
our clients need our support more than ever
before. We now offer hybrid services, with
both in-person and virtual options.

OUR MISSION
To inspire belonging in a strong
integrated community by empowering
newcomers to Canada.

OUR VALUES
GROWTH

RESPECT

INTEGRITY

COMPASSION

OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
PEOPLE AND CULTURE
Create an organization that fosters a
culture of empowerment and resilience.
INNOVATION
Find new ways to operate in order to
increase efficiency and enhance service
delivery.

PROFILE
Create awareness of our mission both
internally and in the community.

Read our latest
Annual Report
online at

GROWTH
Focus on meaningful and intentional
growth that aligns with our values.

dcrs.ca/aboutus/our-story
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LEADERSHIP & GOVERNANCE
•

We pride ourselves on our strong governance,
low-risk management model, and policies and
procedures to ensure a safe and supportive client experience every time.

•

We have a continuous improvement approach
that looks for best practices to deliver settlement services, such as our Integrated Needs and
Solutions Client Assessment Intake Tool.

•

•

We were selected by the Government of BC as
one of the five Refugee Response Teams during
Operation Syrian Refugee (Fraser Valley). Now
we’re embarking on one of the new Refugee
Readiness Teams (South Fraser) in response to
current needs.

•

We are the contract holder for the Surrey Local
Immigration Partnership (LIP), which further
positions our leadership in immigration services
in the city.

We have a proven ability to provide measurable
outcomes with supporting data.

THE PEOPLE & EXPERTISE
•

The dedicated and resilient people in our organization from our front-line settlement
workers to our management — most of whom
are immigrants or racialized Canadians with
lived experiences to share — are the reason
behind our strength in delivering results.

•

We have a highly trained team of settlement
workers, employment specialists and language
instructors — a majority of whom are successfully integrated immigrants. They’ve experienced
the newcomer journey and serve not only as advisors but role models to our clients based on
their own lived experiences.

•

We have a longstanding focus on supporting
different types of newcomers, particularly
underserved and vulnerable populations.
We have honed our skills to meet the needs
of those who need the most support such as
refugees and pre-literacy newcomers.

•

We also have specialized team of settlement
workers who provide trauma-informed personalized case management approach for multibarriered immigrants and refugees through a
culturally appropriate lens.

•

•

We also scale our services to support skilled
immigrants and those ready to integrate
quickly.

We have mental health, substance use, violence
prevention and clinical counsellors who deliver
trauma-informed counselling services and supports in first languages — a specialized service
that DIVERSEcity is uniquely qualified to provide.

•

Further, we connect clients to health, government, school and justice supports through our
social enterprise, DIVERSEcity Interpretation &
Translation Services, the largest interpretation
and translation provider in the Lower Mainland
in 88+ languages.
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INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS
We have settlement and integration programs for immigrants and refugees
of all ethnicities, ages and stages: adults, families, parents, children, youth,
seniors and LGBTQ+. These include one-on-one support services, family
supports, and group workshops and activities. Additionally, we offer specialized
case management for refugees and immigrants dealing with trauma and
multiple barriers.
Our Community Connections programs, such as our Volunteer Program,
Community Kitchens and Community Gardens, and Citizenship Preparation and
Civic Engagement programs, promote a sense of belonging, understanding
and connection to Canada and the local community.
Our language and literacy programs, including LINC, help
immigrants and refugees gain the English skills they need to
move their settlement journey forward.
Our employment and self-employment programs help immigrants,
refugees, refugee claimants, temporary residents as well as youth gain
skills, find gainful employment or start up a business, ensuring quicker
integration and contribution to the Canadian economy.
Newcomers often deal with trauma and mental health issues as part of their
resettlement. We can support the whole person with our trauma-informed,
culturally safe mental health, substance use and violence prevention services.
These services are based on a DIVERSEcity-developed framework called Roots of
Safety, in which we train other service providers as well.
We have the ability to support higher levels of settlement and integration
through our social enterprises, DIVERSEcity Interpretation & Translation
Services, DIVERSEcity Skills Training Centre, and our Language Testing
Services (CELPIP/CAEL) for permanent resident applications, citizenship
applications and post-secondary requirements.
Our collaborative approach to referrals to government and
community services ensures our newcomer clients access the
most relevant programs and services with the best possible
outcomes for their integration.
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ABOUT SURREY, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Surrey is one of Canada’s fastest-growing cities

With a current population of 568,322, Surrey is a
dynamic community poised for continued growth
in its population, economy and labour market.

220,155

immigrants in Surrey

Our services are focused on Surrey and surrounding communities such as Langley, Delta and
White Rock.
As a municipality, Surrey experienced a significant
immigrant population increase (17.2%) between
2011 and 2016), notably higher than Metro
Vancouver’s level.
Between 2016 and 2021 , population growth in
Surrey grew another 9.7%. This is the highest
growth rate of any municipalities in BC.
(Sources: Census 2016 and 2021)
Surrey is also the planned home of the Pacific
Economic Development Canada, the new federal
regional economic development agency for BC.

We are also the contract holder for the Surrey Local
Immigration Partnership (LIP) and have longstanding
partnerships with the local community, chambers of
commerce, employers and labour councils.

48,560

immigrants in Surrey are 15–34 years

43%

immigrant population in Surrey

87%

of Surrey immigrants are a visible
minority (South Asian, Chinese,
Filipino and Arabic are the highest
demographics)
Source: Census 2016

DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society recognizes that our work takes place on the ancestral, traditional and unceded territories
of the SEMYOME (Semiahmoo), q̓ ic̓ əy̓ (Katzie), kʷikʷəƛ̓əm (Kwikwetlem), q̓ ʷɑ:n̓ ƛən̓ (Kwantlen), qiqéyt (Qayqayt), xʷməθkʷəy̓ əm
(Musqueam) and sc̓ əwaθən məsteyəxʷ (Tsawwassen) First Nations. The knowledge, traditions and ongoing contributions of these
communities are significant in providing context to the work we do, and DIVERSEcity recognizes the importance that
reconciliation has in building truly inclusive and strong communities.
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THE IDEAL CANDIDATE
•

•

•

•
•

You have your Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA) designation and have advanced level Canadian accounting experience in a social services non-profit environment or equivalent.
Entrepreneurial and passionate about the work you do, you are
more than an average accountant; you are nimble, adaptable
and think outside the box when solving problems.

EARLY ACCOUNTABILITIES
•

level of the organization; get
to know the
credibility and
trust.
•

Having solid experience in federal government funding, you
have demonstrated success in leading finance in a highvolume contract environment using fund accounting.

You are technically savvy, with advanced knowledge of Sage
300, MS Excel, Power Point, CRMs and other IT applications.

for development as the first
steps in building a highfunctioning Finance Team.
•

Your ability to influence others is largely due to your effective
negotiation, mediation, facilitation, conflict resolution skills and
good judgement.

•

A clear, concise communicator, you are able to present complex financial information in terms that anyone can understand.

•

As a leader you have built high functioning teams, who are
inspired to meet your high standards; you are a valued mentor who trusts their team to get the job done.

•

Your collaborative approach and sound advice make you a
valued member of the Team; you know how to keep costs
low and deliver the best services to all stakeholders.

•

You are comfortable in the role of trusted advisor to the Director
of Finance and Leadership Team, adding value as your organization’s finance and accounting expert.

Get to know your team as

Conduct a detailed analysis of
the current state in
improvements.

•

Build a strategy for implementation of best practices in
finance and
aligned with the
overall strategic plan.

•

Respond to the needs of the

•

Establish relationships with
for the organization.
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JOB DESCRIPTION
Associate Director, Finance
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society
PURPOSE OF THE JOB
Reporting to the Director, Finance, the Associate Director, Finance is responsible for the strategic vision, planning, and delivery
services in the Finance Department. The Associate Director, Finance is responsible for planning, directing, and coordinating all the
accounting operational functions of the organization. They will serve as the finance expert to the Director, Finance and assist the
Director by being the professional ambassador of the organization to all funders and stakeholders.
The Associate Director, Finance will provide hands-on leadership to the Finance team and ensure they will develop increasingly
capable reports and foster a positive and professional teamwork environment. The Associate Director, Finance will assess current
accounting operations, offer recommendations for improvement, and implement new processes (ie: automation processes, IT
projects) at each step. The Associate Director, Finance will ensure that the financial operational functions of the organization support the organization’s strategic plan. They will stay current on industry best practices and offers solutions to keep administration
costs low while delivering the best customer service to all stakeholders. They will be the resident expert on all accounting support
to program areas and will assist the Director, Finance to be the face to the funder on all financial matters.

1.0 SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES
1.1. Financial management support to the Leadership Team
•

Provides supervision, guidance, and leadership to Finance Managers to ensure the appropriate policies and procedures, tools and operations are implemented to meet all financial deliverables.

•

Assists the Leadership Team in negotiating funding contracts and facilitating the contracting process.

•

Is responsible for monitoring, and when necessary, coaching, all negotiations carried out by managers.

•

Contract and related documents are thoroughly reviewed to ensure funding and expense restrictions are well understood and all invoicing/financial reporting requirements are logged into the Finance Team’s workflow.

•

Ensures the security and storage of all original contracts and related documents through delegation to Finance team.
Ensures all contracts, contract amendments, and sub-contracts are proactively recorded in the Project Chart and hardcopy contract files are kept in an orderly and current manner. This includes proactively working to ensure that fully
executed contracts are always in place and following up in cases where contracts are missing/not up to date fully executed versions.

1.2 Financial contract management and reporting
•

Ensures that Finance Managers strategically optimize reimbursement/claims-based contracts so that there is zerobased slippage on an annual basis.

•

Proactively gets involved to manage risk in any potential issues flagged by Finance Managers in a timely manner (e.g.
over-budget, unmanaged slippage, negative funder relations etc.).

•

Reviews and approves all contract financial reports and related documents as prepared by Finance staff.
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JOB DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)
Associate Director, Finance
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society
•

Leads with relationship cultivation and management with funders in mind when mentoring staff and submitting contract
reports with a best practice “customer service” approach. Funder emails and inquiries are to be acknowledged in a timely
manner, keeping in mind that the role of being an ambassador of DIVERSEcity and demonstrating professionalism in every
communication with the funder and all stakeholders.

•

Responsible for identifying, creating, and updating all financial policies and ensures the team creates procedures and
forms that support these policies.

•

Responsible for the preparation of monthly financial reporting to the Director, Finance.

•

Responsible for the year-end external audit and the coordination of completion of the year end reconciliations and preparation of the Audit Binder for the Auditors.

•

Ensure compliance with provincial and federal regulations including GAAP, GST returns, WorksafeBC coverage, Gaming
Commission, etc. and ensures timely annual filing of the Gaming Summary Report, Form T3010 – Registered Charity Information Return, Permissive Tax Exemption, and other statutory filings.

•

Works with the Director of Operational Excellence to ensure the maintenance of a capital asset inventory chart.

•

Works in conjunction with the Director of Operational Excellence to receive negotiated leases and facility rental agreements to ensure payments are made in a timely manner and accounted for in each program.

•

Ensures that the organization maintains adequate and comprehensive insurance coverage to mitigate risks and
meet contractual requirements.

1.3 Service quality
•

Supports the collection and tracking of key performance indicators (KPIs) to ensure best practices and any variances are
quickly addressed.

•

Maintains electronic accounting systems (Sage 300) and suggests improvements for streamlining where required.

•

Oversees system and product upgrades and ensures value for money.

•

Continuously looks for industry best practices, recommend solutions, products, etc. for the Finance Department.

•

Ensures audit, insurance, payroll and bank fees are providing value for money. Administers an RFP for
these services time to time.

•

Ensures organization realizes all efficiencies possible with e-platforms with respect to all finance functions.

•

Provides their best advice to the CEO on all matters relating to their areas of oversight and in alignment with the
organization’s mission and values.

•

Is active in risk reduction and management daily.
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JOB DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)
Associate Director, Finance
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society
1.4 Risk management
•

Provides their best advice to the Director, Finance on all matters relating to their areas of oversight and in alignment with the organization’s mission and values;

•

Is active in risk reduction and management pertaining to financial management of the organization on a daily basis.

•

Prepares timely cash flow planning for operations and recommends investing or borrowing as needed.
Negotiates investment and line of credit/mortgage rates.

•

Ensures accurate and appropriate documentation maintained for government and external audit for portfolios/
projects/contracts.

•

Responsible for the documentation of all business workflow for the Finance team through policies and procedures,
ensuring that it is kept accurate and up to date to manage any risk of undocumented processes and ability for delegation of coverage in times of emergency.

•

Anticipates contracts that are likely no longer to be funded and alerts the Leadership so that financial risk managing
can begin on a timely basis including impact on administration and rent contribution as well as sustainability of
management hours.

1.5 Miscellaneous
•

As a member of the senior management team, participates fully in the activities and initiatives of the Society.

•

Participates in the Society’s Strategic planning processes.

•

Keeps well informed about the Society and participates in the full life of the Society.

•

Keeps well informed about issues of concern to immigrants.

•

Keeps well informed about the socio/economic/political climate as it applies to issues of concern to the organization.

•

Performs any other duties as assigned by the Director, Finance.

1.6 Management of team and capacity building
•

Hiring, managing and developing managers and/or staff.

•

Ensures compliance of policies and procedures.

•

Supports all aspects of change management.

•

Oversees skills training and development and resource development.

•

Ensures communication from the department is consistent with the agency.

•

Sets the tone of communication through management (collaboration, positive attitude, problem solving, morale).
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JOB DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)
Associate Director, Finance
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society
1. 7 Relationship building/partnerships
•

Develops and builds relationships internally and externally to support or enhance the work of the department (e.g. between internal programs, managers, departments, other organizations, CSSEA, auditors, insurance brokers, etc.)

•

Represents DIVERSEcity positively and professionally in the community.

2.0 RELATIONSHIP
•

Member of the Society’s Executive Committee.

•

In the absence of the CEO, may be assigned the acting CEO for the Society.

3.0 REPORTING
• Reports directly to the Director, Finance
•

Keeps the Director, Finance informed about developments of importance.

•

Provides reports to all stakeholders as required.

•

Direct reports:
•

Manager, Accounting, Payroll and Benefits

•

Manager, Budget and Contract Management 1

•

Manager, Budget and Contract Management 2

4.0 QUALIFICATIONS
• A Chartered Professional Accountants (CPA) designation with advanced level Canadian accounting experience in a social
services non-profit environment or equivalent combination of education/experience.
•

Masters or Bachelor’s Degree in a relevant discipline with at least 5 – 7 years’ experience in a leadership role responsible for decision making and strategic direction

•

Demonstrated experience with exercising financial stewardship in a high-volume contracting environment (75+ contracts and budget of 20M+) using fund accounting. Experience with federal government funding (Department of Immigration, Refugee, Citizenship Canada) is mandatory.

•

Advanced knowledge of Sage 300, MS Excel, Power Point, and CRMs and other computer literacy.

•

Strong negotiation, mediation, conflict resolution and contract interpretation skills.

•

Demonstrated ability to analyze information and make sound judgments using conciseness and credibility built through
expertise knowledge.

•

Demonstrated ability to work with a demanding work schedule with competing priorities simultaneously using exceptional planning and organizational skills.
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JOB DESCRIPTION (CONTINUED)
Associate Director, Finance
DIVERSEcity Community Resources Society
•

Demonstrated ability to stream workflow processes and implement continuous improvements within your team.

•

Strong influencing, mediation, facilitation, communication (verbal and written) and presentation skills with the key ability to present complex financial data clearly and concisely to non-financial management.

•

Demonstrated ability to provide strong leadership and work independently and collegially in a multidisciplinary team
environment.

•

Demonstrated ability to create a highly functioning team with limited resources.

•

Thrives with change, is a self-starter, entrepreneurial-thinking, operator-mind set, multi- tasker, a problem solver and
solution-provider who is passionate about their work and impact to the organization.

•

Proven problem-solving abilities, adaptable, and exercises good judgment.

•

Valid Class 5 BC Driver’s license and access to a vehicle.

HOW TO APPLY
Please send your resume and well-crafted cover letter detailing your interest and fit for this role to: recruitment@dcrs.ca or
contact:
Aman Hans
Talent Acquisition Specialist (Recruiter)
DIVERSEcity
604-547-1222
ahans@dcrs.ca
Praneet Sandhu
Director, People & Culture
DIVERSEcity
604-547-1213
praneetsandhu@dcrs.ca
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